
Industry:
Coal-�red power plant 

Objective:
To reduce fugitive dust emissions during rail unloading, conveyor transfers, 

stackout, and in coal yard
Application:

Sub-bituminous coal (PRB) rail unloader and stackout into coal storage yard
Product:

CoalTrol 65 low-foam residual dust control solution and dust suppression program

Challenge:
A Michigan coal-�red power plant was 

experiencing excessive fugitive coal dust in 
their unloading tunnel, transfer house, 

stackout, and coal yard. Fugitive dust in the 
tunnel and transfer station was above the 

allowable OSHA limits (Compliance is <2.0 
mg/m3). In addition, the stackout and coal yard 
dusting, especially during windy conditions, was 
causing dust to carry over the property line into a nearby marina. The marina then had an issue with 
coal dust on their boats and dock area.

Results:
96.4% Average Fugitive Dust Reduction Applying CoalTrol 65 at Rail Unloader
•  Coal Type: Western PRB sub-bituminous coal
•  Application: Surfactant-based dust control additive with binders, 2.1 gallons per ton, dilution
  rate 1:160 (1 part CoalTrol 65 to 160 parts water)
•  Process: Solution applied at rail 
  unloader during bottom dumping  
 and passes two transfer chutes from 
unloader to coal yard, residual dust

control for 15 –20 days
•  Weather Conditions: Dry, wind 

gusts up to 15 mph , 62-87°F
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Solution:
After thorough inspections, MinTech engineers and application experts 

designed, fabricated, and installed process dust suppression equipment and 
application nozzles at the rail unloader feeder, chutes, skirts, transfer house head 

box, and stacker load chute.

Methods:
Stationary dust monitors (ThermoScienti�c PDR 1500 �tted with PM10 �lter) were placed near the rail 
unloader to monitor PM10 respirable airborne dust emissions. Dust concentration levels were 
monitored while MinTech’s dust suppression system was turned o� and turned on. Results are 
illustrated in the graph on page 1.

Conclusion:
While ensuring the plant is meeting OSHA requirements of less than 2.0 mg/m3 and less than 

10% opacity at stackout, MinTech’s dust suppression program is also reducing airborne dust 
carrying over the property line causing issues at a nearby marina, improving community 

relationships. CoalTrol 65, a combination of surfactants and binders, provided residual dust 
suppression in the coal yard for up to 20 days in one application. The plant custodial 

crew has commented that their cleaning time of the tunnel and transfer chutes has 
reduced by more than 80%. The coal yard supervisor and plant manager are very 

satis�ed with MinTech’s Dust Suppression Program.

Coaltrol 65 is also available in a hyper-concentrated version, Coaltrol 65-4X, which is designed to 
reduce the cost impact of high-volume and long-distance shipments. Application rates and 

dilution rates may vary.
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